Pima County School Retirees' Association
December, 2017
We welcome all retired school employees

PCSRA POEpourri
~ Steve Poe
As we approach the end of another year, let’s take some
time to reflect on our blessings and challenges as retired
members of the education community. We have many of both.
http://maddiebrown.com/2015/10/07/support-each-other-team-is-family/
For blessings, let us start with the ASRS benefits we still
receive after the many years we worked in the education field. The monthly pension we receive is automatic,
and while no benefit increases have been seen since 2005, the reliability of our monthly deposit continues
unabated. ASRS Director Paul Matson runs a well-oiled operation and is an example for the rest of the USA.
We are also blessed to live in the fine community that is in and around Tucson, AZ. We take care of many
of our own through such organizations as Youth on Their Own (for homeless youth) and Sister Jose Women’s
Center (for homeless women), just two of the many organizations PCSRA helps support with our members’
generosity. Local churches and a myriad of other organizations make Tucson a place of caring.
Most of us have our health, or at least a good crew of medical professionals to keep us on our feet. We
have shelter and friends/relatives to give us a place to land. With the local economy unable to recover fully
from the “Great Recession” of a few years ago, we are in much better shape than many in our country.
As for the challenges, those of us in our retirement years always must be aware of physical challenges
ahead. We can’t eat, work, or party like we used to.
We do have to watch our finances more closely, and
November Report
at the same time, decide what activities we really enjoy
PCSRA Membership is currently 200.
and wish to spend in our time that remains. I am very
thankful for those who have decided that PCSRA and
AASRA (state) membership is 100.
our members deserve some of that precious time.
Scholarship Fund: $1333.93
Rest assured that our local and state officers will
Scholarship Goal: $2,000
continue to keep you informed as threats to our
financial well-being come from the political world.
January 11th Luncheon at Viscount Suites
Whether it is ASRS pensions, Social Security, or
David Fitzsimmons “When Classroom
Medicare that are in danger of being affected by those
Behavior Problems Turn into a Day Job”
who want to get that chunk of money, the Legislative
$15.00 each Postmark by Jan. 4 to:
Team and PCSRA/AASRA officers will do their best
PCSRA Reservations, 4315 E. Seneca St., 85712.
to keep you “in the loop”.
A - Southwest Wrap w/chips (turkey)
Holiday blessings to you and all of yours….
Steve Poe, PCSRA President

B - Chicken Caesar Salad
Name _________________________________
Guest _________________________________
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December Meeting to Feature the
Rincon-University High School Choir

December 2017

Programs

~ Barbara Macpherson
The proceeds from this month’s donation cans go to the
Community Food Bank to help those hungry folks. Thank
you for your generous donations. Our community talk in December is by our own Marion Pickens, who will
speak about the CASA program, which helps foster children succeed in the real world.
Our guest performer is the Rincon-University High School Choraliers directed by Mareena Boosamra-Ball.
The students will present a wide-ranging repertoire, including classical works by masters such as Vivaldi,
Tchaikovsky, and Mozart in addition to modern and folk music. The choir is fundraising for a trip in July 2018
to sing at the International Festival of the Aegean in Syros, Greece. The up-coming trip to Greece, priced at
$3700-$3800 per participant, presents a great learning opportunity for these students.
AZ Tax Credit Donations can be made on-line via their webpage, ruhschoir.weebly.com/fundraising, or by
checks made out to Rincon/University High School with “choir” in the memo. The mailing address is 421 N.
Arcadia Ave., Tucson, AZ, 85711. Individuals can donate $200 and a married couple can donate $400 for the
Arizona tax credit. Let's help the RUHS choir achieve their goal to travel to Greece, by getting a dollar by dollar
credit on your AZ State Credit by donating to RUHS Choir.

Call Marge Now -- David Fitzsimmons Comes to PCSRA in January
On January 11, we will enjoy the famous and very funny David Fitzsimmons, AZ Daily Star cartoonist
and columnist. His topic is When Everyday Behavior Problems Turn into Everyday Jobs. You do not want
to miss this program as David is a hoot. Marge’s number is 326-4073.

The Reading Seed Program is Looking for Volunteers Just Like You!
Could you volunteer 90 minutes one day a week to read to three elementary students? Would you like to
make a real difference in three student's lives by teaching reading skills? Nearly 400 local elementary students
are waiting to be matched with reading tutors through Reading Seed. That means the program needs volunteers about 130 of them - to commit to read with children for 90 minutes, one day a week. Last year, Reading Seed, a
program of Literacy Connects that helps kids improve reading skills, worked with 1,192 kindergarteners through
fifth-graders in schools serving low-income children across Tucson.
"The number of students who need help with reading each year consistently outpaces the number of volunteers
we're able to recruit," said Lisa O'Meara, program manager at Literacy Connects. "With teachers being asked to
do more and more without an increase in support, the need is definitely not going to decrease in the near future.”
All volunteers must go to a Literacy Connects info session, pass a background check and fingerprint clearance and
attend two four-hour training days. Volunteers must attend at least one more professional development workshop
during the school year. The organization offers a variety of these workshops on different topics, as well as opportunities for volunteers to collaborate in more informal sessions such as coffee hours and book chats. There is a
$45 training fee, but the organization won't turn people away if that's a hardship and will work with them to make
other arrangements. Reading Seed Coaches volunteers must sign up by mid-January.
"We train coaches to read aloud or with students to make it fun and exciting, not just plodding from word to
word, but having fun with the story," said Betty Stauffer, executive director of Literacy Connects. "So, we're
trying to do what, unfortunately, teachers can't do because of all the demands, which is to make it fun."
Volunteers, known as coaches, are asked to work with three children for 30 minutes each, one day a week
(all on the same day at the same school). Coaches spend quality one-on-one time with each child and bring
books, either from the Literacy Connects library or elsewhere, that interest the children they are working with.
Kids get a free book to keep each time they meet with their coach to build their home library.
See Reading Seed on page 7.
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UA Honors Marilyn Ludwig for
Service to Education in Arizona
The UA College of Education (COE) surprised
Marilyn with the Sidney S. Woods Alumni Service
Award at the COE’s Homecoming Wine Harvest
Reception on Friday, October 27. The award was
Presented by Melinda Burke, President of the UA
Alumni Association and Marilyn rode in President
Robert “Bobby” Robbins’ car in the Homecoming
Parade on Saturday, October 28th.

Roni Rivera-Ashford’s Book
Inspiration for Movie “Coco”
Congratulations to author and PCSRA member
Roni Capin Rivera-Ashford for her book “Miguel
and the Amazing Alebrijes,” which was the inspiration for Walt Disney’s animated film “Coco.”
Miguel Rivera, a 12 year-old Mexican boy, dreams
of becoming an accomplished musician during his
adventures in the Land of the Dead on Dia de los
Muertos. He is on a mission to discover the history
of his family and why he is forbidden, like generations before him, to listen to or make music. Roni
and her son, Aaron, a U of A and American Film
Institute graduate, attended the recent premiere of
“Coco” at Hollywood’s El Capitan Theatre.

Barbara Matteson Receives the 2017
NEA-R Distinguished Service Award
PCSRA member Barbara Matteson has long been an advocate for
school employees and public education. She received the NEA-Retired
Distinguished Service Award at their annual meeting this June.
Barbara is also a member of AASRA, AEA-Retired and is the former
President of NEA-Retired. She was instrumental in organizing and passing Prop 100, the state-wide campaign to gain constitutional protection
for our pension plan in 1999.
Barbara is co-Chair with Luci Messing (another PCSRA member) of the AEA-R Political Action Committee
and was also active as a TEA member. She is a member of the League of Women Voters, is on the board of the
AZ Women’s Political Caucus and served on the board of the Alliance for Retired Americans for five years. She
has been a delegate to the Democratic National Convention and worked diligently for many political campaigns.
“Barbara is a strong advocate for public education, women’s rights, environmental issues, and senior issues at
the local, state and national levels. Barbara continues to lead by example and truly exemplifies the
qualifications of the NEA-Retired Distinguished Service Award.”
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CBPP on School Funding in AZ
The Center on Budget & Planning Priorities (CBPP),
founded in 1981 to offer non-partisan evaluation of
public policy, labels itself a “progressive” organization.
Initially CBPP focused on the impact of federal legislation on low income individuals and families. Over
the years they have expanded their focus to include
state policies in their evaluations. They recently issued
a report that claims AZ is spending less (adjusted for
inflation) on K-12 education now than it was prior to
the Great Recession. The whole report can be found at
https://www.cbpp.org/ research/state-budget-and-tax/
a-punishing-decade-for-school-funding.
The report says that AZ led the nation in per student
cuts to education during the recession reducing state
aid by 36.6% from 2008-2015. The states nearest to
AZ in per-pupil percentage cuts during the same time
were Florida with 22% & Alabama with 21.6%. AZ’s
cuts were 66% greater than either of those states.
CBPP says that, on a per student basis, AZ funding is
still 13.6% below where it was in 2008. The report
also notes that Arizona implemented an income
tax CUT during the same period.
The Joint Legislative Budget Committee (JLBC),
AZ’s legislative objective evaluator, says AZ spent
$5.12 billion on education in ‘07-’08 and is spending
$5.33 billion this year. [The number of AZ students
has increased by about 85,200 since 2007.] Per pupil
state spending was $4949 in ’07-’08 compared this
year’s $4760, which (if adjusted for inflation) would
be about $4200 now. Those figures are in line with
those used by the CBPP to draw their conclusions.
Gov. Ducey refuted the report. “That’s a false
report by a left-wing, public-interest group”. He said,
“It’s up 10% since 2015. It’s above per-pupil rates,
inflation adjusted, since the Great Recession.”
His spokesperson Daniel Scarpinato later acknowledged that per pupil funding is currently still below
‘07-‘08 levels from before the recession. In Ducey’s
refutation he mentioned the $163 million infusion in
this year’s education budget. He did not say that half
of that amount is a one-time only inclusion aimed at
new facility construction.
Meantime, by 9/30/17, nearly 53% of classrooms
in AZ either had no teacher or had a teacher that did
not meet standard teaching requirements. AZ still
ranks as the lowest state for average teacher salaries.
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Eyes Open in AZ
~ Jerry Holmes

Meeting Farley and Garcia -Dem. Candidates for Governor
There were recently town halls held in Flagstaff,
Yuma, Phoenix, and Tucson for an exchange of ideas
about Education between the two Democratic candidates for Governor, Dr. David Garcia & Steve Farley.
I had the good fortune to be able to attend the Tucson
event, sponsored by AEA. Each candidate made an
opening statement, answered questions from student
moderators, and then made a closing statement.
Before I went, I had no idea who I would vote for
in the primary to oppose Governor Ducey in the 2018
election. In the spirit of full disclosure, Steve Farley
is currently the State Senator from the District in
which I live, but I was determined to not let that
influence my ultimate decision. I was impressed by
both candidates and felt either one would be better
for Education and Educators in Arizona than our
current office holder. I took several pages of notes
and would like to share with you some of the things
said that evening.
Dr. David Garcia is a professor of Education at
ASU teaching statistics within the college. He is an
Arizona native, born and raised in a working class
neighborhood on the south side of Mesa. He readily
admits that he was a mediocre student at best while
in school and did not graduate high school before
joining the Army. Once in the Army he finished his
GED and when discharged took advantage of the GI
Bill to further his education. He speaks Spanish
well, although he says he is not fluent because he
learned it as an adult, not in his home.
Steve Farley, a California native and graduate of
Williams College in Massachusetts, moved to Arizona
in the mid 90’s. He quickly became involved in local
politics, advocating for specific issues within Tucson.
He has invented a process to apply photographs to
ceramic tile and photo murals around Tucson and
several other cities feature his work. He has served
as a Representative and now Senator in the State
Legislature since 2006.
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Farley and Garcia (continued)
Farley, the first to field a question, said it would take
a 7% pay raise for AZ teachers to move from 50th on
the average salary scale of states to 49th. He said he’d
like to aim for a 20% pay increase for teachers and
he knows where to get the money. Several times he
mentioned the hundreds of loopholes that lobbyists
have managed to get into Arizona’s tax codes. He
claims these loopholes steal $13.7 billion each year
from the Arizona budget. By closing these loopholes,
sufficient money could be gained to create a state of
the art educational system in Arizona.
Garcia’s response to the same question stressed
that teachers need to be treated like professionals. He
said that Gov. Ducey and the State Legislature treat
teachers like missionaries, paying them as little as
possible and then expecting their sense of duty and
purpose to keep them in the classroom. He said one
of his first goals would be to roll back standardized
testing in the state. Garcia put great emphasis on the
support staff in schools who, he said, “change
people’s lives”.
Both candidates railed against the inequity of
funding between charter and district public schools.
Farley talked about the transportation allowance
included in the funding of charter schools that are not
mandated to transport students. He addressed a point
I have long made – the establishment of charter
schools had little to do with school choice. Charters
were created to put public money in private hands
without the accompanying oversight. Dr. Garcia also
addressed the lack of transparency and accountability
for charter schools. He spoke about giving principals
more flexibility to determine programs in their
schools and manage staffing.
Both candidates expressed their support for Ethnic
Studies in schools and Garcia talked personally about
the impact that learning about Hispanic figures had
on him. Asked about Arizona’s Right to Work laws
both spoke of the problems posed by that issue.
When asked how they would get Republicans to
vote for them, Garcia said the route to election would
involve getting more Democrats out to vote. Farley
said that because of his experience in the legislature
he knows how to talk to Republicans and that his
detailed plans would win them over.
See Farley and Garcia on page 8

How to Get and Stay in Touch
with Your Arizona Legislators
The AZ Legislature will begin their Legislative
Session on January 8, 2018. Many of you would like
to contact your Legislators about issues or proposed
legislation that will be decided by them. Here is
some help to use when the time comes.
1. Determine who your Legislators are. Look at
your voter registration card to find out your District.
Go to www.azleg.gov in your computer and it will
take you to the Legislative web site. There is a group
of pictures. Click on Member and look for member
roster. Two of your Representatives are listed by
their Legislative number. Then look for your Senator.
It has their email address and phone number.
2. It would be important to contact them before
the Legislature begins in January. Call their office
and talk to their Assistant. Find out if they will be
at a meeting here in Tucson where you may attend.
You can send them a letter or email to let them know
who you are and what special issue you will be following. Tell their Assistant that you would like to be
informed if this issue becomes a Bill.
3. After the Legislature begins, you can go back
to the Legislative web site and you can track this bill
as it goes through the legislative process. Read the
summary and find out what Committee will be hearing the Bill. To register your position on the bill, you
can call your Legislators, email them, or write them a
letter. If the bill is being heard in a Committee, you
can go back to the web site and sign on to “Request
To Speak”. You can register for this RTS either at
the Capitol in Phoenix, or at the State Office here in
Tucson. Try to register before January or soon after
the Legislature begins.
4. Once the Legislative Session begins your
elected officials are very busy, keeping up with all
the issues that are brought to them It is possible to
make an appointment to see them in their office at
the Capitol. You have better luck, and a stronger
voice, if you are with a group who is interested in the
same issue. Remember, they are elected by you, and
they are interested in the issues of their constituents.
Speak up and be heard.
Marion Pickens,
Former Arizona State Representative
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PCSRA Board to Match January
Scholarship Donations & More

College Costs Have Soared
By Judy Hokett
Last year PCSRA members supported a goal
increase in the scholarship amount for a student
enrolled in the UA College of Education from $1,000
to $2,000. A student enrolled in seven or more
credits, must pay $5,938.50 per semester for tuition
and fees, which totals $11,877 per year. Books and
supplies cost an additional $1,600 per year. These
costs assume the student is living at home. Room and
board cost about $12,200 per year for double
occupancy. That does not even include the $3,300
for “other” expenses.
When many of us attended the University of Arizona,
it cost us approximately $2,000 per year for tuition
and fees and books cost another $200 to $300.
Let’s continue our efforts to provide a future
educator with $2,000 of the funds they need.

The Lone Stranger
Rides Again at Gaslight
Plan to attend "The Lone Stranger" with 53 of your
best friends from PCSRA on Feb. 18, 2018 at 3 pm.
Judy Hokett has reserved 54 seats, including a row
for those who are mobility challenged.
Tickets are $27, sold in advance only, with $21.67
going to The Gaslight and $5.33 going to the PCSRA
Scholarship Fund. That $5.33 is tax-deductible.
Buy tickets at the December and January meetings.
You can also call Terry Bagwell at 748-1720 or Judy
Hokett at 749-4464 after January 4th.
PLEASE help us provide a junior in the College of
Education at the U of A with a scholarship!!! If you
cannot attend the Gaslight Theatre performance, we
gratefully will accept donations to the scholarship
fund and the entire amount is tax deductible.

It’s time to raid your piggy bank! The
PCSRA Board Members have pledged to
match every dollar donated to the PCSRA
Scholarship Fund during the January
Luncheon.
These personal pledges will provide the
opportunity for us to reach our $2,000 goal
and get a head start on collecting money to
fund next year’s scholarship

Third Annual Raffle to Benefit a
Future Teacher Studying at UA
If you like to win things while also making a
difference in someone's life, you'll like how we're
planning to raise money for our University of
Arizona scholarship! In March and April we are
going to have a raffle!
If you or someone you know creates crafts or art,
such as jewelry, sewn items, knitted or crochet gifts,
other handcrafts, or paintings, we'd love to have
some of them donated. Ask your friends who create
things to help support our cause.
Consider sharing your skill with others. One board
member has pledged to donate a day of his carpentry
skills to building the recipient’s project.
Please bring the items to the January or February
luncheons. We will make a pamphlet of the items so
that members can sell raffle tickets to their friends.
All items will be displayed at the March luncheon
and you will have the opportunity to purchase tickets:
$1.00 each or 6 for $5.00. A labeled paper bag will
be displayed with each item. If you desire to own an
item, you place one or more of your tickets in the
corresponding bag.
At our April luncheon, the items will again be
displayed for an additional opportunity for luncheon
guests to participate in selecting items they'd like to
win with their tickets. Names will be drawn and the
winners may take their items home that day.
If you have items to contribute, you may bring
them to any meeting prior to March, and give them
to Terry Bagwell, Judy Hokett or Paris Rebl.
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It’s Time to Send in
Your Volunteer Hours!
Every year, PCSRA sends the
number of hours members have
spent volunteering to AASRA. This data lets people,
especially legislators, know how much of an impact
we really have on our communities. Please review
your 2017 calendars and record the hours you spent
helping individuals or organizations since January
first. On the back of the sheet, please describe how
you spent those volunteer hours. Member reports are
due Jan. 31. Please mail your completed form to Gail
Schuessler at 2025 E. 3rd St., Tucson, AZ 85719-5104.
Reading Seed continued from page 2
"The biggest thing Reading Seed coaches do is
develop a love for books and reading," Stauffer said.
“The impact Reading Seed has on students can be
seen in their academic performance. What test scores
show is that kids who have a Reading Seed coach are
learning an average of 30% faster than kids who don't.
It's a very effective program.”
Literacy Connects opens opportunities for people
of all ages through literacy and creative expression.
It has five programs, three for children and two for
adults. Last year just over 1,000 Literacy Connects
volunteers assisted just under 47,000 people in the
greater Tucson area to improve their literacy skills.
The need is great. Over 20% of adults struggle
with poor reading and writing skills that hold them
back from reaching their full potential. The Adult
Basic Literacy and English Language Acquisition
programs both train volunteers to assist these adults.
Only 20% of preschool children in Pima County
attend quality preschools which means vast numbers
of children enter Kindergarten unprepared. Literacy
Connects’ Reach Out & Read program helps narrow
this gap for children between the ages of 6 months
and 5 years. In Pima Co. only 24% of third graders
are reading proficiently. Reading Seed works with
struggling readers at 37 Tucson elementary schools.
The Stories That Soar! Program gets kids excited
about writing and then brings the children’s stories
to life on stage.
If you would like to volunteer or financially
support this work, check out their website at
www.literacyconnects.org or call 882-8006.

Dear Friends,
Best wishes for celebrations and the end of 2017
and excited anticipation of 2018. The book club will
not meet in December. Instead, we have selected a
history book of some length. We are reading GRANT
by Ron Chernow.
"To rise above craftsmanship, one must work with
abundant, varied, and complicated facts. Chernow
does that, presenting research that bulks Grant to
nearly 1,000 pages of narrative. It allows him to
write a rich and sensitive portrait of the inner Grant
— from reluctant West Point cadet to civilian failure
to triumphant general. He exhaustively investigates
Grant’s alcoholism and fraught relationships with his
family. I admire Chernow’s honesty about contradictory evidence as well as Grant’s mistakes.
We read biography to know a life but also to ratify
our conviction that the individual matters. This forces
the biographer to be researcher, writer and historian
simultaneously. How does the world shape the individual, and the individual the world? To what extent
are convictions, judgment, and personality merely
typical, embedded in a larger context — and where
does the individual wriggle free? A biography that
succeeds as art combines scholarly and literary
virtues. It explains, interprets and carries a reader
fully into a human existence. It offers illumination
and immersion."
T. J. Stiles, October 6, 2017
The Washington Post
We will be meeting at Steve Poe's home at
3331 E. Waverly Street (east of Country Club)
between Pima and Grant.
I hope will you join us on January 18 at 1:00 for
what will be a lively discussion of the politics that
surrounded Ulysses S. Grant. Please email or call if
you need additional information.
See you soon.
Jim jbm500@cox.net
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Farewell

Barr, Leona (85) ~ 11/6; Teacher
Behner, Ted (72) ~ 11/24; Catalina Foothills High
Bramlett, Phoebe (70) ~ 11/20; Teacher
Bump, James (78) ~ 11/6; Teacher
Carney, Jami (47) ~ 11/29; Teacher
Cox, Carmela (82) ~ 12/1; Teacher
Dunne, Virginia (93) ~ 11/14; Library Aide
Excell, Janet (72) ~ 11/17; Teacher
Fritzier, Jean (91) ~ 11/13; Teacher
Garbini, Domenic (78) ~ 11/24; Teacher
Gimbel, Si (74) ~ 11/19; Teacher
Ginn, Marion Wong (??) ~ 10/23; Teacher
Hansen, Frank (87) ~ 11/4; Educator
Humphrey, June (90) ~ 10/28; Professor
Jenkins, Narice (91) ~ 10/31; Teacher
Jenkins Karchmer, Paula (95) ~ 11/23;
Teacher TUSD
Logan, June (83) ~ 11/4; Music Teacher
Magaletti, Josephine (89) ~ 11/6; Teacher
McCune, Naomi (97) ~ 10/22; Teacher
Roediger, Patricia (87) ~ 10/28; Teacher TUSD
Schlossberg, Arline (80) ~ 11/19; Educator
Swofford, Dorothy (89) ~ 11/19;
Teacher/Counselor Amphi High
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Take Care of Unwanted Phone Calls
By Terry Bagwell & Paris Rebl

Do you get unwanted calls on your land line or on
your cell phone? There are solutions for both! For
such calls on your land line, you can get caller I.D.
and just not answer any call that isn’t from someone
you know. If you don’t have caller I.D. and you
answer every call, don’t feel obligated to show the
caller that you were raised with good manners. You
pay for the telephone for your convenience, not
theirs. If it’s a call you don’t want to take, just hang
up or say, “No, thanks!” and then hang up. You owe
them nothing!
For your cell phone, go to the app store and look
for “spam cell blocker”. Be sure that the app is free,
fits your needs, and has many positive reviews. It
wouldn’t hurt to read the negative reviews also. The
reviews will help you decide if an app fits your needs.
I’ve been using one of these for a few months on my
cell phone, and it’s saved me a lot of frustration.
Also, be careful never to say, “Yes” to an unknown
caller. Some unscrupulous outfits have recorded folks
saying yes and then using it as proof that they signed
up for services. It’s hard fighting mysterious charges
that you never wanted.
If they ask, “Can you hear me?” Say, “No.”
Whatever they ask, just say, “No.”, or “Why do you
need to know?”, or “How can I help you?”
Farley and Garcia continued from page 5
In their closing remarks, Farley stressed his time
in the legislature, his experience working across the
aisle, and his plan to close loopholes to gain revenue
for the state. He referred to Ducey’s ties to the Koch
funding machine & the legislation writing mechanism
of the Koch cabal. Garcia closed by saying that he
served his country, not Cold Stone Ice Cream.
It was a very civil evening. Neither candidate said
anything negative about the other. Each listed their
unique qualifications for the job. Both talked about
the policies and failures of the current governor without engaging in personal attacks. By the end of the
evening I knew who I would vote for. I encourage
you to attend more events featuring these two terrific
candidates so that you can make your decision about
who will best serve the interests of Education and
other issues that are so important to each of us.

PCSRA Supplement
“the pistol-packin’ boogeyman”
My Lai comes to Connecticut
family values turned on its head
cursive no longer necessary
subtraction all too real
reading readiness canceled
no reading circles in Heaven
just clouds and a grandfather God
who’s seen it all
yet He fights back a tear
when He welcomes
twenty Connecticut kids too many
and He hopes they don’t mind
that there isn’t a Christmas tree
in their new forever home
and so God invites them
to sit in a reading circle
a first time for everything
but before He begins reading a book of bedtime stories
He touches the bullet holes
in their heads
in their tiny torsos
in their hearts
and His magic is good
and their wounds fly away
and He beams His grandfather-God smile
and holds up the book for them to see
a picture of three bears at breakfast
Once upon a time there were three bears
they love this story
these gap-tooth smilers bathed in innocence
and then St Peter walks up to God
whispering in His ear
and the kids start clapping
as two angels carry in a Christmas tree
and a menorah with six lit candles
and their smiles are as broad
as their parents’ frowns are deep
because they know
that they will have Christmas after all
but their ride to Heaven began
at a train station in Hell
pretending to be their Sandy Hook classroom
made useless
by a man dressed in black
didn’t anyone tell you
Halloween is over
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Poetry Corner
peter m bourret

12-14-2012

Dedicated to
the children and teachers
of Sandy Hook Elementary School

so he mimics those video game heroes
bam bam you’re dead
one thousand points
a dream killer
bankrupt of courage
too lazy to look beyond the mirror of his existence
too in love with his anger
too wounded to care about the meaning of the menorah miracle
casually snuffing out the light in the candles
his murderous ritual winning this round
no triumph of light over darkness
like in the days of old
and Santa and Baby Jesus are lucky they weren’t there
a burst of bullets for each I’m sure
and now only unholy holidays
for families who were so proud just yesterday
of crayon pictures that wall-papered their refrigerators
these six-year-olds’ Monet masterpieces
precious momentos attached to their hearts with question marks
and so
Christmas excitement evaporates in an instant
like the last breath of a first grader
with eyes beaming with wonder
who just wanted Santa Claus
to come to Connecticut for Christmas
but instead
a young man wrapped in his uniform of anger and pain
dropped in to teach a lesson
sending twenty children on a forever field trip
sending twenty families to a holiday graveyard
no Happy Hanukkah
no Merry Christmas
only bullet-riddled bodies
only shot-dead dreams
only soul-searing sorrow
so this year
Santa is making a detour
before he returns to the North Pole
Rudolf and company will be stopping by Heaven
to visit the Connecticut kids
who weren’t naughty but were nice
and listened so well
as God read the end of the story
Out Goldilocks jumped,
and ran away home to her mother,
as fast as ever she could!
and this time even God couldn’t stop
His tears from rolling down His cheeks
because some endings
only happen in fairy tales

